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Ekman chosen by Trustees. to be tenth President
By Ed Ward

Comment staff
The Board of Trustees chose
Dr. Richard Ekman to be the
Tenth President of Bridgewater
State College at their Monday
night meeting.
Trustee chairman Carol Furr
made the announcement after the
Board voted unanimously for
Ekman. Furr also announced that

Ekman intends to assume the
position. "I have spoken this
evening with Dr. Ekman and he
has agreed to accept the
presidency, pending approval of
the Board of Regents (of Higher
Education). We expect he will
assume his new duties early in
1989," stated Furr.
Ekman, who received his Ph.D
in the History of American
Civilization from Harvard

University, is currently serving
as Director of Research Programs
at the National Endowment for
the Humanities in Washington,
D.C. His previous experience
includes five years as Vice
President and Dean of Hiram
College in Ohio and three years
as assistant to the Provost at the
University of Massachusetts in
Boston. During his five years at
Hiram College his guidance

reportedly contributed, in part, to
the college's recovery from
numerous
financial
and
educational difficulties.
Ekman was chosen from
among three candidates presented
to the Trustees by the
Presidential Search Committee.
The candidates included Ekman,
Dr. Adrian Tinsley of Glasboro
State College in New Jersey and
Dr. Russell Warren of James

Madison University in Virginia.
The committee presented the list
of candidates to the Trustees early
in October stating that they felt
comfortable enough with each of
the candidates to recommend
them to the Trustees and that
each would be a fine choice to
become President of Bridgewater
State College.
The Trustees were presented
cont. on p. 2

Meal ticket increase
tabled for the-moment_
By Ed Ward
Comment staff
At their Monday night
meeting, the Board of Trustees
voted to table a motion to
increase_ the food service fee by
$34.
The proposal to· raise the fee
·was presented by Joseph
Chicarrelli. Vice President of
Administration and Finance,
Martha Jones, Vice President of
Student Services2 and Mela
Dutka, Director of Housing. The
proposal was formulated at the
request of Morrison1 s Custom
Management Food Service to
cover their rising and unexpected
costs; including increased food
costs, increased number of meals
being_ eaten over predictions,
increased trash removal costs and
increased labor costs.

The defense council of the indicted Vice President: David White_.and non-council_ Ellen
cuttle prepare tocross-examine the next witness. White was later aquited by a close vote
of congress; Nine members voted to remove him from office, ten votes would have.
(Staff .photo by Ed Ward)

.
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Vice President White saved by one vote

Trustees. She informed them that
her office has m~t extensively
with students and food service
representatives on this issue.
She concluded that the general
consensus was that the college
11 needs
to take this step to
maintain the high quality of food
service it is now maintaining."
Dutka also explained that the
increase would be a necessity.
"No student said yes to the

Vote of Congress results in not-guilty verdict
~~~~~~~-,,~~~~~~~-

By Bryon Hayes

Comment staff

anyone can gain access to the closet"
-Vice President, David White-

The Student Government
Association rendered a "not
guilty" verdict in the impeachment trial against SGA Vice
President David White. The trial
was held in .the Council
Chambers on Tuesday, Decem-

causing the students of
Bridgewater State College financial loss.
White stated that he had
·~performed all the duties which I
was supposed to,'' and did not
conspire, "at any time to steal
these T:.shirts." White then listed
the schedule of events for the
weekend of Homecoming, as they
occurred, according to White.

ber6.

The verdict of not guilty,
which was conducted by secret
ballot, pas"sed by one vote, a 9-6
margin. In order to convict a
two-thirds majority, or ten votes,
was neede.d.
The trial began with Attorney
General Craig Hall, and. then
White, making their opening
statements.
Hall stated that he intended to 1
prove-that White had--commited
"Resignations f
larceny of the 100 11 1988
verdict"
Homecoming" T-shirts, and had
L"'
,
,
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.
.
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also neglect of his duty, by
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general support,•• she explained.
She also stated that there was no
question that the students
recognize the importance of this
increase.

Hall· called his first witness,
SGA President Marcia Medeiros.
Hall asked her if she remembered

having a conversation with ,-.--~~£~!se
Sharon Cignetti which stated ·that ;
Cignetti had knowledge of l
White's stealing of the shirts. j
Medeiros replled that she had no
recollection of such a meeting.

Trustee Harry Hea!ey
Trustee Dunn asked if the Food
Service could make any
assurances that the modest
increase_ would do the trick,
however,the three presenting the
proposal maintained that no
assurance could be made due to
other factors in the food service
contract.

b!!_~e.,~~ryo~~.-~a~.-~~.-~on~:~~-~.:.~---·~-------·· .. --~

I

In White's cross-examination l
of Medeiros, he asked her if she l
•
I
had been asked any quesuons l
about his involvement with the
alleged stealing of the shirts.
·
Medeiros replied that "no one,!
asked me until yesterday
(Monday, December 5); it's all!

staff Photo by Ed Ward
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Ekm an chosen to be Presi dent

Staff photo by Debra Willis

Dr. Richard Eckman

cont.fromp. l
with information about each of
the candidates. Part of the
information included· a list of a
few short phrases derived from
reference checks used to describe
the candidates.
These phrases cited regarding
Ekman included: Exemplary
character; brilliant and analytical
mind and has a good vision of the
future; fair, tolerent. reasonable;
familiar with budget processes at
various levels and a good
long-range planner; freely and
willingly gives credit to others;
and expects work and
assignments of subordinates to be
done correctly and on time. but is
reasonable about this when
extenuating circumstances
develop.
Student Trustee F. Scott
Longo spoke highly of the

decision to choose Ekman.
Longo cited Ekman's ability to
present himself well as an
advantage and, he believes, that
will help Ekman best represent
the institution in the State House
and at the Regent level.
"But now," Longo explained,
"We have to rally around the
Trustees' decision, and welcome
Dr. Ekman and show him what
Bridgewater has to offer." Because
Longo stated, "He ·has the
potential to bring our school into

the 1990's."
Chairman Furr wanted to
remind the college that Ekman
will come to this campus on the
eve of its l 50th anni versity. "He
will have our full support as he
begins the vital task of charting
the college's future in a second
century of service," stated Furr.

Rape in the 1980s: A fear
for men as
well
__
,, _ _as_ women
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Although women are more
likely to be the victims of a rape
assault than are men, there has
been an increase in the number of
cases of male rape. Unfortunately
for these victims, most of these
assaults are never reporte<l.

"Rape does not only
mean a man towards a
woman." Increasingly,
it has become an assault
by.a woman towards.. a

characteristics as are the sexual
assaults of a woman. Again the
terms "consent" and force" and
their definitions arise.
One of the factors, which tends
to supress the reportings of male
rape, is the narrow-minded ness
and stereotypical views which
society places upon the male
¥~.:p:ti.m". of.a r.ape.·. b.... Y
.... a., fe. . male.
'"''.:' ',;,,df,t:O. . . ·,,..

society, in general, refuses to
- Diane Skinner
accept this situation, that male
rape does occur, is because they
are falsely conditioned to believe Skinner.
that only women can be raped.
The other term Skinner
Diane Skinner, of the mentioned was "consent." This
Plymouth County Rape Crisis deals with the idea that "one
Center stated numerous basic person is forced to have
facts about rape.
intercourse with out another's
First, in 97% of the reported
approval or against that person's
rape cases, the attacker is a male; will."
"this does not mean, however,
"Consent," however, tranthat the victim is always a
scends above the basic "yes and
female, 11 stated Skinner.
no" values which society believes
Second, rape is a violent act. it to be. It involves mutual
11
There are those who think of it decisions. In an act of rape, there
as a physical or mental problem
are no mutual decisions or acts of
with in the individual. Regardless consent.
of this fact, it is a violent crime.
Skinner said that of· all the
not only an offense."
·•male rapes which occur each year,
Finally, rape is an act of only 10% of those rapes (one in
sexual violence which is com- ten) are reported to the police.
mitted .against another person's
Dr. Deryck Calderwood, in an
will. "But overall, rape does not
article written for the Medical
only mean a man to a woman,"
Aspects of Human Sexuality,
said Skinner. Increasingly, it has
stated facts concerning male rape.
become an assault by a woman
He . said that the cases of male
towards a rriah.
rape by women, which he had
Rape,.according to Skinner, is been in contact with, could be
detennined, in written definiton
classified into. four categories.
by the Massachusetts General
The four are "forced assault,"
Laws, by two words: "force" and "baby-sitter assault," "incestuous
11
consent."
seduction, 11 and "intimidation."
"Force,js not always deterCalderwood said· that the
mine·d by a weap.on," said middle two .categories tended to
Skinner. "Dangerous weapons, deal with men who were younger
such as knives or guns are used
in age (in their early teen age
in less than 10% of aU rapes _years and younger) and the other
which occur."
two.
Skinner stated that more often
"Iritimidation'1 was defined as
than not, force is the .use of. a those men who are often
person's body size. If one person
inexperienced at sexual interis taller and weighs more than the course and who submit to peer
intended victim, the larger person pressures. They feel threatened'
will be capable of exerting more
that they will loose their
force over the smaller one.
girlfriend if they do not submit to
"Thus, that person could force her wishes.
me, if I were the victim. to do
"Forced assault" is determined
whatever he or she wanted," said under the same basic

rJ3y tlie 'Way ...

"', _:.., ,, '

cases in which men are raped by
another woman, for society tends
to view rape as a one gender act;
that is: women are the victim vf
a man's attacks. "The general
public still believes the terms
'victim of a sexual assault' and
'rape victim' apply to women
only," said Calderwood.
In a case study which was
completed in 1986, these view
were illustrated. The scenario for·
this case was a male hitch-hiker
was on the highway and was
picked up by a car containing two
women. The· women drove exited
the highway and drove down a
dererted road. ·

They then held the man at
gunpoint, and had him disrobe.
The ·two women then had th~
man commit numerous sexual
acts to and with them.
The study had a panel jurors
determine whether the two
women were gulity ·or innocent
of the act of rape.
Almost all of the jurors found
the women guilty. What was

notable is that the women jurors
tended to disagree· with the idea
that the man did not initiate· the
act ofrape, in this study.
This parallels the concept that
the man ·gains pleasure from this
act~ a.nd displays the misunder. standing that rape· is riot always
initialized by a mate.
Accordingly, the women jqrors
determined that the two women,
in the case, did not deserve prison
sentences as long as the ones .
which a male would receive for
the same act.
Jurors tended to view rape as a
completely male act and was not
a female act.
Skinner stated that she had

cont. onp. 6

Tree Lighting Ceremony
The Christmas season will officially be opened on
Bridgewater State College on Friday, December 9.
This is the day which the Christmas tree, in the middle
of the quad in between Boyden Hall and Tillinghast Hall,
will be lit. The ceremony will take place shortly after
dark.
After this ceremony, the Bridgewater State Chorale
Society will be holding a Christmas Concert in the
Horace Mann Auditorium. The concert will feature John
Rutter's "Gloria" and Rachmanino ffs "The Great

Littany."

Internatio nal Exchanges Announce d
The Office of International Student. Affairs is now
foreign countries.
Hannah Cracower, the CI of the Office of International
Affairs, stated that there are over 10 universities and
colleges in which students may partake in the exchange.
The countries are Canada, West Germany, and China.
The universities in Canada are Arcadia University, in
Nova Scotia, Bishops University, Concordia University,
and McGill University in Quebec. These have courses
which are taught in English.
.
There are, also, four universities which teach courses
in French. They are Universite Laval, Universite du
Montreal, Universite Quebec, and Universite de
Sherbrooke. These four are also in Quebec.
One exchange is in Europe, at the Oldenburg
University, in West Germany. The courses here are
taught in German.
There is, also, the. Shanxi Teachers University
exchange in China.
Cracower said that the exchanges may be one or two
semesters in duration, depending upon the individual
exchange~

Cracower also statec;l that the deadline for applications
to be submitted is February 17, 1989. The application
forms may be picked up at The Office of International
· Student Affairs, in Boyden Hall, aoross from the Office
of Student Services.

Catholic Center Christmas Events
The Catholic Center will be holding a service for the
Reconciliation for Advent on Monday, December 12 in
the Catholic Center. This service will commence at 7
p.m.
. One week later, the Catholic Center will be sponsoring
a "trim a tree party." This will be held on Sunday,
December 18 in the Catholic Center. This event will
begin.at 1 p.m .. and end at 3 p.m.
Father Bob and Sister Jo Ann hope that many people
will show up and partake in this event to help them in
"preparing fpr the Christmas Season." They also said
that ornaments for the tree are welcomed.

Thought for the Week
"Ho':e the Christmas-tide, and yet; I notice this each

year~ hve; .I always like the gifts I get; But how I love

the gifts I.give."

-Carolyn Wells
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Two Congressmen resign foil owing White' s acquit tal
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Congressman at large
Christopher Perra and Class of
1990 Congressman Kevin
Gaffney were the two who
submitted their resignations.
Curtis Landsberger has also
expressed a desire to resign,
following this verdict. It is
possible that more resignations
may follow.

Two members of the
Student Government Association's Congress submitted their
resignations after the Congress
handed down their verdict on
the impeachment trial of SGA
Vice President David White.
This happened at the meeting
on Tuesday, December 6.

Perra stated that he no
longer wished be associated

with the Congress because.
"the Congress has shown a
reluctance to enforce the rules
and Constitution of the SGA."
He also stated that some
people did not want "any muck
to be stirred up ... and to hush
the improprieties and let
corruption go unpunished."

his position. He does,
however, accept the fact that
White was acquitted of all
charges.
"But. 11 Perra stated, "I feel I
have no choice but to resign, if
for no other reason, to show
my disapproval of the verdict."
Perra's resignation, if
accepted, will become effective
on December 13.
Gaffney stated his reasons

Perra did believe that there
was sufficient reason and
evidence to remove White from

for resigning as
the
tlExecutive Branch and the
Judicial
Branch
are
incompetent in the way they
handle the student's money."
He also believed the Congress
should take a look at the way
they handle the . student's
money. Gaffney's resignation
will be immediate.
Both resignations have yet
to be approved by the
Congress. ·

Morriso n's Custom loses
cont.fromp. 1

adjustment of the fee would be
Trustee Paul Means expressed done on a regular basis. He asked
. skepticism over the timeliness of if students would receive a refund
the request. He wondered whether if they began eating below
Morrison's food service bid might average or, if the costs were to go
down, would Morrison's Custom
have been "low balled" with the
intention of increasing the fee
cut the price.· .. I don't think we
after three months. The presenters
paid enough attention to the
did not believe that Morrison's
issue," stated Healy, referring
had any such plan when they also to student reaction and a
formulated their bid. Means recent Editorial in The Comment
stated, "the timeliness bothers ("What's Volume?"; Volume 10,
December l, 1988).
me."
The motion was tabled.
Trustee Healy spoke out
"Because," stated Chairman Carol
against the increase; He
questioned the need for the Furr,'' "I don't feel we have
increase and asked whether the information."

Students recognize the need for an increase: Director of Housing, Mela Dutka presents
the request to raise the mealticket fee by $34. The Trustees tabled the motion later due
to rack of information. (Staff photo by Ed Ward)
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... and you 'II say yes to $8·9 an hour to start, with a
part time job at United Parcel Service!
UPS has Package Handler openings now, with hours
to fit your busy schedule. You 'II say yes to these
benefits as well!
• $8-9/hour to stilrt
• steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your
· schedule
• full time benefits for part time work
• chance for advancement for men and women
alike
• get paid to get into shape
• no experience needed
•and more!
Contact your Student Employment office or for more
information about other shifts call (617) 762-9911.
United Parcel Service has facilities in Norwood,
Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore
and Warwick, RI.
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Vie wpo int
Stude nt Justic e speak s
out against Trustees

Tha nk you,
•
come agai n

To The Editor,

Well I'm outta here. Bryon Hayes will be the new Editor-in-Chief
when The Comment starts up again next semester. January 26 to be
exact. I'll miss the job. It was a lot of fun and the staff was pretty cool
(sometimes ·a little too cool), but rm not gonna miss that occasional
son-of-a-bitch who comes into the office just to yell at· me or one of my
buddies. Good luck Bryon, that's the fun part.
In case anyone cares, or didn't notice, I don't consider journalism a
career unlike many of The Comment's more recent Editors: Roger
Spring, Brent Rossi (one issue, but solid, right Scot?), Bill Bilodeau
and Christine Howard. I don't even classify myself among them. They
were professional and they did great; I'm a hack. I joined the
newspaper because I thought it was fun and for no other motive, and I
became Editor only by a strange quirk of fate which, right or wrong,
I'll let others evaluate. (I can't hold it back, John was shafted!)
Well, enough about The Comment. Let's take a look at what
happened this semester.
Congratulations to SGA for winning the melon-heads of the year
award. Congratulations go to Dave White. Good job, Dave, but one
vote is kinda slim. It would seem that many of the congressmen don't
trust you anymore. President Johnson ran into a similar problem over
120 years ago and his Congress gave him the proverbial cold shoulder
for the rest of his term. Special thanks must go to. Chris Perra, Patrick
Pearce, Joseph Lange and Jeff Tucker for ridding our campus of the
evil menace of MassPIRG. Why? The Administration managed to take
them off the tuition bill petty quick. The final score is: Administl,'ation
one; . ..
... :£.c;Iu. .. "
LV ......................
Mulcahy for putting themselves through a second election. What sort of
odds did they beat to come up with a tie?
Then, there was Homecoming. Is it me or does it just seem to be
getting worse?
This week has been the most eventful however. We must thank the
Trustees for our new President and for not raising our meal ticket fees.
Ekman ·seems like an OK choice, we'll gi,ve him a chance. But take it
easy on us over the break, please, no surprises in the mail.
•

I

-

_..

•

-

I

1

•

·1 ·,,

Sincerely,

Edmund F. Ward
Editor-in-Chief

Debra WilUs
Ad Manager
Stephen McPh.ee

Business Manager
Sharon Ctgnetti
Copy Editor
Patrick Hurley

On Monday, the Board of Trustees
again showed the community that they are
unable to fufill that capacity as guardians
of the interests of the school.

On Monday night, they declared Dr.
Richard Ekman as president in a
questionable manner. It is clear that the
views of the college community, as a
whole, played a small role in that
decision.
The manner in which the
president was chosen should not come as a
surprise to anyone; the Board is the same
Board that gave former President Indelicato
license to practice his brand of
management, the repercussions of which
we are still experiencing today.
They showed us, further, that they are
not in touch with the needs of the college
by granting Dr. Rondileau. months pay
following the implacement of the new
president, at a time when we have been

•

..

Lastly, I'd like to say thank you to everyone for everything they've
done this year. If nothing else, this semester has been eventful and
interesting. But as a suggestion, let's get our act in gear next semester
and start looking at the real issues. Chancellor Jenifer and the Regents
are ahead and leaving us further behind with each day of our inactivity.
Before I leave, I've got one special extra-continental message to send.
How's China? I told you so, see you when you get back, love ya, and
goodnight.

Plwto Editor

The college community at Bridewater
State College has come to know the Board
of Trustees, budget cuts, and lack of
credibility of the Trustees.

' -J

..... •-··-

...... _"

.,..,.a._..LV.

TI

.1..1..1.

The legitimacy of the Board has been
questioned and rightfully so. The reason
that college has been able to come out of
the Indelicato scandal and begin to heal
has been due to the fact that we could
depend on our reputation as a strong
academic institution, which is due to our
strong faculty.
The Trustees chose to take upwards of

$20,000 to tribute' Acting President
Rondileau. A tribute may be in order, but
in a time when the operating budget will
be cut it is unthinkable that a Board, that
is meant to oversee that monies be spent
properly would undertake such an action
you have to ask yourself who's interest ar~
these people serving? You will find that
the interests of the college are not· and
have not been served by the board and,
unless they are replaced, we cannot hope
to see improvement in the way things are
handled on this faIJ1PUS~

--

substantial cuts in our budget. I believe
this, in itself, shows that they are unable
to fufill their capacity as trustees. The
manner in which discussion or the motion
was not allowed, makes me come to the
conclusion that if the Trustees are allowed
to~ they would group- think this
institution to (expletive deleted).
When the Board of Trustees are

rightingfue ills of the college and public
higher education in this state.
Unfortunately, he can't see his way clear
to do so. Higher education in
Massachusetts continues to be violated
and our board seems to be a child of this
system.
Charles Konstantinidis

Letters Submission Policy
The Comment welcomes your Letters to the Editor. Our Letters page is a forum we
proudly make available for the benefit of our readership. To facilitate our being able to
serve our readers more efficiently, we ask that several guidelines be followed when
preparing your letter.
1. All submissions should be typed, or neatly handwritten.
2. Please keep letters to a limit of approximately 250 words.
3. All submissions must be recieved in our office by noon Monday for
publication on Thursday.
4. The Comment reserves the right to edit all submissions for grammar,
spelling, and length. It is expected that an author will check his/her own ·
submission for accuracy, and the Comment cannot be responsible for factual
errors within letters.
5. All letters must include a signature and a phone number for varification.
Unsigned letters will be held one week, and discarded. They will not be
published unless they are signed.

The. Com men t
·stnce 1927

Managing Editor
Bryon Hayes

questioned on the discretion of their votes,
we must resign ourselves to believe that
the position itself means more to them,
than the direction in which this college is
heading in this most difficult time.

Editor in Chief
Edmund F. Wanl

· · Executive Editor
John R. Bums, fil

Staff: Peter Ashworth. David Flannery.· Marci Hahn. Christine Howard
·
Tom Magee, Kevin Richards, Joe Sherman. Martha Thomson and Charles Tso~prake
Advertising Secretary: Patricia Hogan
Columnists: Christopher Perra and Jeff Tucker

News Editor
Angela Comacchioli
Arts & Entertainment. Editor
Caitlin Andrews

Sports Editor
Paul Cournoyer
Copy Editor·
Mary Beth MacNeil

The Comment iS a student supported and operat~ weekly newspaper serving the academic community ofBrtdgewater State College. Editorial Policy is
determined by the Editor-In-Chief in consultation with the Executive Board. Republication of any material contained herein is prohibited without the expressed
written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All material submitted becomes property of The Comment Letters to the Editor are encouraged but may be limited to
250 words and must be typed. Letters. classified advertisements, and all other Written materials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available
upon request. Any person wishing to join The Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be directed
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Brid gew ater Arts in Chin a

A chi ld's
-wish

By Christine Howard
Foreign Correspondent

very difficult to m1derstand. Dunn
the canvas, which give the work
and Diehr agreed that this was due
a collage effect.
to a lack of exposure to any
Dorothy Pulisifer, the department
LINFEN, SHANXI, P.R.C.
(Eastern or Western) conchairwoman. exhibited several
An exhibit of art and crafts by the temporary art. Cheng echoed this pieces of pottery. According to
Bridgewater State College Art
by saying that although the
Dunn, the pieces show her
Department faculty opened this
students have seen photographs
interest in utilizing different
week at Shanxi Teachers
of art work, for many, this is
glazes. for various effects.
University, Linfen, Shanxi
their first exposure to actual
Joan Hausrath had two weavings
Province. P .R.C. Dr.Roger Dunn
paintings.
in the exhibit. Hausrath dyes her
represented BSC at the exhibit
Liu Jian Jun, President of the
own yarn to get the desired
Dunri said that according to the
English Club, said, "I think the
colors. Song Liu Min, a junior
curator of Far Eastern Art at the
painting is very new for us
in the English Department
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
because it is completely different commented, "I think the weaving
this is the first exhibit of from our Chinese painting. I
was very beautiful. At the
contemporary Western art to be think it's good to organize a
beginning the color is very weak,
shown outside of the major cities
lecture explaining the paintings. I
at the center the color was very
in China.
think the different cultures of our
strong, but at the end the color
Dunn said that he was very
two countries can be commgradually disappeared again. I'd
pleased with how the exhibit unicated through the exhibit"
like to learn how she does the
went. Cheng Qing Chang, Dean Dunn said that the essential design."
of the Foreign Affairs Office, difference between Eastern art and
John Heller submitted quite a few
said, 11This exhibit is indeed very,
Western art if that Eastern art
pieces to the exhibit. He had
very successful, not only the uses watercolors and ink as the
several pieces of pottery, which
faculty here, liked the exhibit, primary materials, while Western
also exhibit a variety of glazes.
but the students liked it, also the
art uses oil, which results in
According to Dunn, Heller also
local artists. The Chairman of the different effects. "Also, Eastern
strives for a pliant quality in the
Artists' Association of this art looks more to the past and the
clay, a suggestion of the artist's
province said that all the works values of the past, while Western
manipulation of the clay. His
are very impressive."
art has always emphasized the
pottery pieces are influenced by
Dunn added that the exhibit has innovative, the new," he said.
ancient forms. Heller's jewelry
stirred great interest among local The exhibit represents a variety
pieces. Dunn said, also show a
artists to exhibit at Bridgewater.
of approaches to art, Dunn said.
variety of surfaces a!}d textures.
In order to facilitate the audiences
The pieces include weaving,
Heller strives for an organiz look
understanding of the exhibit, jewelry, pottery, photography,
in his jewelry. Heller also had
Dunn gave several lectures. BSC computer graphics, and paintings.
four computer graphics.
Media Services also produced a Dr. Stephen Smalley submitted
Dunn had two paintings. He said
videotape of the artists explaining two paintings. According to
that the strongest influence in his
their art forms. Dunn said that Dunn, Smalley's paintings
work is impressionism.
Dr. Glenn Cook and Arthur "create an image, not a
Kendall submitted two abstract
Slotnick filmed 25 hours of tape. duplication. or representation of
paintings.
which was then edited down t.o 50 the actual sight, but instead
John Droege exhibited two
minutes. The final tape also something magical. something
landscape photos. According to
~•111;11111111111rai111l1111m•11111iillilliat11un11ni!itMMJllillllllllifillllitllkllH•1•mm•••·Ni1111ran•lli•iil!!lii_~!li!l l.•1•11•11•-•rr•1nt•••-~..........Dutt'rt;-·th~· photos record certain
Dong Yang. who is studying for
effects of light on the landscape.
his masters at BSC.
Mercedes Nunez, the newest He said that Droege will wait for
Dr. James Diehr, Chairman of member of the art faculty, also
hours until the light, or the
the Art Deplµ"tment at Austin
submitted two works. Dunn said clouds are just right in the photo,
Peay University~ and exchange
that her style is strongly Several of the pieces were given
teacher at STU, said, "My
influenced by C~bism. A unique to Shanxi Teachers' University as
students' reaction was that
feature of Nunez's work is bitS of gifts from Bridgewater State
Ameri~ art is very abstract and
poetry and literature pasted on· to. College.
·

Student wishes Ekma n good luck
To The Editor,

One year ago this week
(Dec.7th) our president, Gerard T.
Indelicato,· resigned his post here
at Bridgewater State College.
Between the resignation of our
new president, there seemed to be
a spiritual lull on campus. I feel
this lull was caused by the shock

that came to people like myself
who knew President Indelicato
well and the uncertainty of what
was to ·happen to the campus
during the time of President
Indelicato's resignation and the
selection of the next president

back on its feet and moving
towards being the best state
college in America. I would like
to extend my best wishes to our
new president, President Ekman.
I am sure we will see the spirit
return on campus soon! Good
luck, President Ekman!

I personally feel that our new
president can get this campus

. Ray Puglisi

Join December vigil outside Boyden

CONTENDERE
By John R. Burns. III
Comment staff

ll over the world,
children are writing their letters to
Santa Claus. While most
of these will probably find
their way. eventually, to
the addressee, one of them,
somehow, got re-routed to
the offices of T h e

A

Comment.
With our apologies to
Santa, (he's on our mailing
list anyway), here is that
letter:

Dear Santa,
I am 7 years old.
know your busy this time

of year, so I won't take too
much of your time, but I
got a big problem.
Mommy and Daddy tell
me you can't visit all the
children this year, and you
won't be able to come to
·see me, and I don't
understand why.
. Is it cause we've moved
so much that you can't find

problem? I know that can
be tough cause we had to
sell our car after we moved
·a couple a times.
Or maybe you need a
new warm coat, like
Mommy. It does get awful
cold at night now, doesnt'
it?
How can we have
Christmas without you,
Santa? Somehow it just
doesn't seem right. Maybe
we could help you get
ready!
Would that be good?
Mommy and Daddy and
me could all help you so
you can visit all the other
familys!
I know wer'e all having
tough times, Santa. but if
theres any way I can help
you visit the other kids~
please let me know.
It wouldn't seem right to
have Christmas without
you Santa.
Chris Harnelson,
'7 yrs. old,
Boston, Massachusseuts

us?
We try to stay in one
place, but have to keep
moving cause Daddy can't
find work, and we've
moved a whole lot since he
s_topped going to his old
work.
Did you have to sell
your sled? Is that the

Good luck Chris, and

happy holidays to all The
Comment1s readers, --J.B.

John Burns is Executive
Editor of The Comment,
and a senior Comm~
uni.cation major at BSC.

Happ y Holid ays
from the Presi dent
To the Editor:

As Mrs.Rondileau and I wish you a very happy and safe
holiday season, I would like to share with you ·the following
brief poem I Wrote expressing our hopes and prayers for this

holiday season.

Snow on a Holiday Morning
you are unclear, the college had
To The Editor,
to cut many courses from this
past
Fall's cirriculum. If more
Is Bridgewater State College
corirses
are cut, where will this
on the verge of a crisis? If this
take
place?
Suppose you are an
sw:prises you, jojn. the club. It
·aviation
or
marketing
major in
.. has very recently been brought to
your
senior
year,
and
those
my attention that our school
required
courses
you
need
to
faces a very trying future. With
graduate
are
dropped.
What
do
the Massachusetts budget in a sea
of red tunnoil, Gov. Duka.kis is you do? Tranfer, drop out, or
faced with new budget constraints raise the issues now?
and our school is ·marked for Unfortunately, a very passive
exists on this ·campus, and
some serious cuts.
For the uniformed, these cuts too little outright concern is
will come in the reductions of currently being shown. So what
comses for next semester and the can the students do?
very real possibility of some
A retUrn
.·
.
professors losing their jobs.
Outrj
to the ?Q ·
This should hit home, for in case
ght demo
'S s-it~in •.·

necessary yet, but here's a start.
On Thursday, December 15, a
vigil is being held outside the
front of Boyden Hall at 12:00
noon for all individuals who ar~
concerned about the future of our
school. For· all those who read
this article and are seriously
interested in quality higher
education, please come and show
·your support. Remember- there
is a strength in numbers. We
may not be able to stop all of the
proposed cut backs or tuition · .
hikes, but we can make the Board
think twfoe before they move to
slash our "¢ J.'Jficulum to ribbons.

mood

.

Gregory M. Smith.

nstrations .. . . or
are .not

•.

"'~:

The snow falls white against the gleaming pane-Soft promise of a-Hope that will remain,
Though all the sad and war tormented world
Be prisoned in this lonely city .lane.
The eddying whiten~s is a banner furled
Across the twenty centuries that stand
Grim guardians of an old and evil land
Whose day is past and strength is on the wane.
Obanner of a new and brighter day~ ·
0 flag of faith, 0 sure, untrodden way,
Where hate from mind and heart is banned
And love alone has power to command
Happy Holidays,
Adrian Rondileau
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I In the true spirit • David White found 'not-guilty'
~--,

I

-I
I

I

of Christma s

a

By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

B

IJi

eing that there are two weeks before Christmas, it
is time for the annual telling of Clemment C.
Moore's poem, 'Twas the Night Before Christmas.
But, like all other stories and poems, old fashioned
versions do not satisfy the newer generations. Thus, here is
the version of this poem for the 1980's and beyond.

'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS

JI
JI
JI

'Twas the night before Christmas and all through the land;

~

people were running around, with charge cards in hand.
The stockings were hung by the chimney with care; with
every child having' one pair.

I viJ::s ~~::e~~~sn~: ~=::~:::!:.is; while IAW
I( .And

Ma-ma in her nightie and I in my sweats; have
continued to sink deeper and increase our debts.
&{ When around the back I heard a loud noise; I thought it
must be those neighborhood boys.
it.- Away to the bathroom, I ran like a flash,· tore open the

If

,B

if

.•
~

:M
L: door and threw up ..................... the sash.
~
The moon on the hood of our newly bought car;

~ through the darkness- near and afar.

cut

l1 When in the living room, what did I see; but boxes and
M presents piled beneath our tree.

I q:~y~o:~~d!~~t:tw~!'~:~~;~~~nonnous

Sum;

from Jordan's, from Neiman's, not to mention

~ Ralph Lauren's.

g

~

~

~

~
~

~
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To the top of the roof and against the other wall; will any
of mine break, if th~y should fall!
I suddenly flashed back to my
childhood days; which were
happy and fun in so many ways.
I remembered a short poem,
surprisingly quick; about a man
with a beard who was named ol'
St. Nick.
He had eight reindeer and a
magic sleigh; who could believe
this story. anyway?
Down the chimney, Santa
would land; with gifts in presents
on his back and in hand.
He'd speak not a word, but
went straight to his work; and
~
filled all the stockings, then tum
with a jerk.
And ~laying· a finger beneath his eye; up, up, up the
chimney he'd fly.
.
I had forgotten this story, and all it had meant; instead,
worrying about the gifts I had sent:
Where was my fun, that I had in year's P:ast;, even
growing up, a chil~ can last. ·
.
· . .· .
Surrounded by presents, and gifts for all; I felt unhappy,
guilty and small.
.·
· Christmas is more than these presents here; it's a time of
peace, friendship, and good cheer.
·
In the past few years, I'd forgotten all this; with all the
friends and family I missed.
·
I reaiized the spirit of Christmas was lost; with store
owners comparing profits against cost.
. My children haven't heard this- for that I am wrong; we've
all missed the value of Christmas and its songs.
·
I turned on the stereo to hem: Christmas tunes; in·need of a
"Rudolph" or to hear Bing croon.
.
·
.
,.
Instead I heard the DJ say as he bid all adieu; Merry
11
Christmas to all, now your credit payments due.

The SGA Executive Treasurer
Christopher Concheri was the
next to testify. He recounted the
events which happened the night
of October 18, after the SGA
. Congressional meeting.
During this night, he and
Donna Raczka checked the SGA
closet, and completed an
inventory of it. "We found large
mugs, small mugs, key chains,
and pennants," said Concheri.
"There were no T-shirts found in
the closet."
Concheri then stated that two
days later, on Thursday, October
20, the shirts had reappeared.
White asked Concheri that,
"when the T-shirts came in, did
he or anyone else count them?"
Ccncheri replied that neither
he, nor anyon~ else, to the best
of his knowledge, counted the·
shirts as they came into the The thrill of victory: David White is congratulated by supporters after he was found not-guilty Tuesday night. (Staff photo
office.
by
Ed Ward)
Hall called upon Congressman at large Christopher Perra to
Kevin Gaffney was called upon Medeiros. He asked her if she

~~j:Cte~i~ ::~:~:~ P'!~i~~ ~~ ~";!· ::ii:~ s!;.~!"1a~'! ~~! :~~~~~;:~fi:~:~~:.

part of the Congress, who will be
making a decision as to his guilt
or innocence.
Chairman of the Congress
Patrick Pearce stated that there
was no
with that
this, and
that
i'f problem
Perra felt
hi's
testifying would cloud his
judgement, then Perra would
make a decision regarding th~s

Shea-Durgin Residence Hall, he
stopped into Room 203 Shea.
In this room, there were
several women sitting on the bed.
Gaffney said that he announced he
was selling Homecoming Tshirts and wanted to know if
anyone would like to purchase
one. Gaffney stated that "one
woman sitting on a bed said that,

Medeiros said that she "had no set
idea or number," but the number
was somewhere between 30 and
50.
Puglisi was next, and he was
asked abcmt the 1'nc1'dent where he
gained access to the closet.
Puglisi said that the janitor told
him, "I'm not supposed to open
it, but I will." With this, White

1
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returned the shirts, that ther were
still 100 missing. Perra said that
he "spoke to Pat (Pearce) and
wanted to make sure that the
shirts were still missing.n He
also said that it would be
"embarrassing to say the shirts
were still missing" if they were
in the closet.
Perra stated that on a hunch, he
and Pearce searched the closet on
that night and found, at the
bottom of the closet, 62 "1988
Homecoming" shirts.
Perra also stated that he went
to Mary Edgington, Director of
Facilities for the Campus Center,
to obtain a list of people who had
keys to the closet in the SGA.
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"Cindy," White's girlfriend,
motioned to her to be quiet.
Gaffney then pointed her out to
the Congress.
Cignetti was called upon next,
by Hall. He asked her is she had a
conversation with White while
returning from lunch. She stated
that, "he said he had some
T-shirts and he would get her
some." Cignetti later said that
White never mentioned what he
had done with the shirts.
White asked Cignetti if he had
ever given her a shirt. Cignetti
stated, "no, you did not.1'
The Attorney General then
called the SGA Vice President to
the stand to testify.
Hall presented the Congress
The letter which was returned with a voucher stating that White
stated that only Medeiros, White had signed and was responsible
and SGA Secretary Anne Plante for 300 T-shirts. The receipt was
had registered keys to the closet signed on October 13.
door.
.
White said that on October 17
White's examination of Perra he brought the remainder of the
asked if Perra had knowlooge of shirts in through the main doors
how
shirts there were, in of the Campus Center, "since
the box found· in the closet, the side doors were locked."
it was opened. Petra stated
At this point, Ray Puglisi and
that he did not know about the Mike Volpone entered the comicil
number of shirts in the oox
chambers with·handfulls of shirts
The Attorney General. then from Homecoming.. They stated
c&).led Pearce to the stand~ Hall . that nhow can a non-SGA
asked Pearce 'if ·he . had a· member get into the cioset"
cliseussio~ with ~ite,.during the
They said they had a janitor let
time hefote October 26, about ihem into the closet. They said
the shirts. Pearce· stated that he ··they asked the janitor to open it ·
spoke to White over the idea that for them, and he did. The name of
it "seemed strange that the shirts · the janitor. was not given, nor
were still gone."
was it stated whether they legally
· White asked Pearce if he was gained access to the closet.
positive that trno. one else could
The ~ttomey General stated
have taken the shirts?" White that he had spoken with
then asked. if Pearce was saying Edgington, and she said that no
that he (White) took them. Pearce one had opened the door to the
said that "only two other people office this year.
had keys to that closet door:
White then called his
Anne and Marcia."
witnesses. First was Marcia

many
before

arguments stated that White had

the shirts up until the Saturday
night of Homecoming. He also
said no one saw White return the
shirts to the closet. "The evidence
shows that he could not ·have
returned the shirts until two
weeks later," said Hall. "Even
then. only 30 or more were
returned."
White said, in his closing
arguments, that "anyone can get
into the closet, regardless of
whether or not they are SGA
members." He also said that there
were 48 hours in which the shirts
were unaccounted for, and no one
knows where they went
White also brought up the
issue that, no one else was
investigated-- "no one else who
had keys was· checked out." He
also felt that the Student Court's
decision, which said that there
was not .enough. evidence to
warrant a trial and that Congress
chose to disregard, was correct
After closin~ summations were
given, member8 of the Congress
were permitted to ask questions
to Hall and White.
Gaffney asked White if he
thought he was responsible for
the shirts, since he · signed the
receipt for 300. White replied,
"no, I don't."
After hearing all the evidence,
the Congress went into Executive
Session to discuss the case.
Forty-five minutes later, they
came out to vote. The vote
resulted in a 9-6 "not guilty"
verdict.
After the trial, White stated
that, "he was glad it was over."
He also said that regardless of the
outcome, "anyone that was
present could see. 11
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Scrooged:
'Yule love it!'
By John Burns
and Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
The annual glut of Christmas film releases is upon
us-! While some may content themselves with the likes
of Ernest Saves Christmas, the best holiday bet, this
season, is Bill Murray in Scrooged.
Called, by some, the "world's longest Saturday
Night Live skit,"the film is loosely, (very loosely),
adapted from Charles Dickens• classic A Christmas
Carol, and centers around Bill Murray, a ruthless,
neurotic producer, who is touched" by Dickens while
setting up a live, satellite-connected, intercontinental
production of Scrooge.
Supporting Murray in his laugh-a-minute effort are
such notables as Robert Mitchum, Lee Majors, John
Houseman, Buddy Hackett, and Anne Ramsey.
"Bobcat" Goldthwait appears as a character which is
probably the. closest he will do to a serious role,
portraying the hapless, yuppie underling. Goldthwait
also does a mean rendition of Santa Claus is Coming
to Town, (It'lLkill you!)
Carol Kane steals the movie from Murray, however;
a feat which is difficult to do, considering the cast list.
Kane is the Ghost of Christmas Present. She is a
combination of "Glinda the Good Witch," from the
Wizard of Oz, and a Chicago Bears linebacker. She
brutalizes Murray as he takes a trip through the lives of
his friends, family members and co-workers, and sees
how he affects each and every one.
Musical background is provided by, Danny Elfman,
(the lead singer, and primary writer for "Oingo
Boingo"), and includes the Pretenders, U2, Annie
Lennox and Al Green, singing Put a Little Love in
Your Heart. Also, a street band is made up of jazz
11

Paul Scheaffer.
The film comes together well, keeping the audience
rolling in the aisles while still conveying, in it's own
subtle way, the message Dickens penned so long ago.
If you thought Roger Rabbit was funny, you'll love
Scrooged. While it's not exactly Woody Allen, (but
then, how could it be), it does use a good mix of ironic
humor, slapstick, schtick, and sight-gags.
Even for those who do not celebrate Christmas,
Scrooged can be entirely enjoyable for its. sheer
comedic value.
.
If you. want to get into the holiday spirit, while
avoiding the mass of humanity at the shopping malls,
take a couple of hours and see this creative, if slightly
warped, version of a classic.
We don't normally rate on a star system, but if we
did, Scrooged would have to warrant a big gold one -with tinsel.
(Happy Holidays from The Comment's movie
review staff: K.R., B.H., and J.B.)

Women are noJonger the only victims· of rape assaults
cont.fromp. 2
anguish.which.thefemale victims to be strong and nQt have such an ·
only seen one case {!of male ~~pe · of rape· dot .said. Skillner. ·Men act. happe,n
'to
in the time she hac.fberi working also suffer,. from. t.b~. same
. ,"There.)s a great deal .ofJear.
for the Crisis Cent~:r. "but there numerous psychologjcaleffects,, th.at they; will be stigmatiZed
', .if
are numerous accounts .out there." which .women. have, after their they reveal what
happened," the
She st;atpd that because of the assault. . ,· . .n: . •..
study was quoted as stating..
"macho" attitude which men are
These ·.effects•·.range from
· Until .. society.-.can .b~. more
expected have and are expected sleepless nights. t9 .a· lack of a)xeptance. ofthe notionihatmen
to exert, they do n.ot report such "appetite and . from. living . ln a ·can be.· the .victim of se~ual.
an occurrance.
sense of cQnstant
to an act
assaultsaand
by ~9.n)en~· ilie.
Rape creates a loss of control of withdrawal from society. Rape present coriditfons wln .exist.
for its victim. It was stated in victims, male and female, share Skinner.hopes that if men have
the study that society cannot similar effects and experiences.
been victims of sexual assaults,
accept the occurance of male rape
Skinner said_ that it is they will be willing to .come
due to the fact that men are · unfortunate that more people do forwardandnotbeashamedofthe
usually the attacker. Society not accept the concept that rape is fact that they were raped.
believes that the male derives as traumatizing for men as it is
"Rape is not the victims fault.
pleasure from the.act of rape, and for women.
That is the one. point which
.
The study. showed that· men cailnot be emphasized enough," ·
could not feel anguish if the
have a more difficult time dealing said Skinner.
· ·
situation is reversed.
"Men feel and .experience. the. · with their rape than do ·women,
Skinner, as vvell . as the study,
same sense of helpl<?ssness and simply because, they are supposed suggested that there is a need for

them.

m

fear

rape

'

'

a gr~ter aware~ess' on the" topic
of rape, as it pertain~ to a,'.male,

said, ~·ror .such situatfons

to

change'."
.
If .there is anyone who. has ·
There is also a need to have been a. victim of rape, and is
more support for the men who looking for help .to cope with
are victims of. these acts. "Rape their problems, Skinner urges
affects both men and women; that them to seek an outlet of help>
Victims of rape can also call
should not be forgotten," said
their
local clinics, hospitals, and
Skinner.
. The lack of support groups for police stations for further help.
male vicitms of rape is also less and information.
For more information on the
than encouraging. ·Members of
the medical profession often subject of rape, the Plymouth
forget that men are victims of a County Rape Crisis Center is
woman's assaults, also. Said one such place which can help.
Calderwood, "crisis centers and Their office's number is (508)
counseling services offering help 588-TALK.
specifically for males are non· existent in several areas."
This problem· combined with
Dr. Genevieve Fitzpatrick conlack of acceptance in society · tributed information to this ·
·has made it difficult," as Skinner article.

the

11
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Reslrictiens Announced

Play-of f positions will be determi ned
during the final week of the season

Officer Ken Moore of the Campus Police would ~to

make commuting .students aware of parking restrictions
concerning the lot behind the Kelly Gymnasium.
Moore wants to remind commuters that the yellow
lined sections direCtly behind the Catholic Center with
''RII painted on the ground are reserved exclusively for
Resident Hall students.
He asks that all other people park ii). the white. lined
~as after 4 p.ni only. This is to "help us help you," as

By Tom Magee
Comment staff
Last weekend there were .three
games that significantly changed
the playoff situation. They were
Moore states
Minnesota vs. New Orleans,
Moore asks that if any students have any questions
Chicago vs. L.A. Rams and
about these or ~y other parking loctaions and problems,
Houston vs. Pittsburg. Each
they should contact him at the Campus Police S tl:!tion.
game opened new chances for the
other teams to take playoff births
. . XXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXX~
and in the case of Houston may
cost them a playoff spot.
The Minnesota ·game was a
clear
picture of how well they are
)(
1.1
::JCIIXXXXXXX XIXXXX:XXXXI XXJ
playing,
they crushed the New
•
;
~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~
•
Orleans Saints, one of the best
teams in the NFL, 43-3. The
.:
Fraternity,. Sorority, and Clubs or any other
i. Vikings defense have not allowed
:
student (resident or commuter) interested in
= a touchdown in the last 17
quarters and have outscored their
= forming a 'Safety Advisory Committee' to
= opponents
big move then 130
C
meet on a monthly basis, please contact:
points in their last four games.
The Viking Kings are rolling
~
towards the playoffs at full speed
and can clinch the NFC Central
Q
The Campus Police
Division if they win this week's.·
Safety Officer Ken Moore
game and then defeat Chicago in
.:
Saturday thru Wednesday, 4 to 12 p.m.
• the last game of the year which
will be played Minnesota.
(508) 697-1380
Chicago's defeat at the hands of
the L.A. Rams to the tune of
23-6 showed what damage
~
Chicago's injuries have done to
&:xIXIIXIXIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIXXIX~ the hope that Jim McMahon is

:

••
••

ATTENTI ON

••

.•••

=

•
••=

=

=

.=

.

=

•••

:

.
•=•

HAVE A SAFE DAY

•
••

:

Last weekend, there
were three football
games that significantly changed the
playoff situation.·

back 100% soon; otherwise they

have slim hope of taldng the
NFC West Division where both
New Orleans and San Francisco
are one game better than them.
This weekend the Saints will be
playing the 49er's and the
division champ will probably be
chosen here.
The Houston game was
amazing. The Oilers had been
one of the better teams in the
AFC but the last two weeks have
been a different story. Two
weeks ago vs. the Cowboys
nearly defeated_ Houston and last
weekend the hopeless Pittsburg
Steelers lead by B ubby Brister
defeated Houston. The Oilers to
a great extent did themselves in
with all of their penalties and
especially the turnovers which
allowed Pittsburg a last minute
drive to have a come-from-behind

win. With this loss, Houston
drops to 9-5, the same record as
Qeveland and only one better
than the New England Patriots.
This weekend's games to
watch for the playoff picture are
the following: Houston vs.
Cincinatti. Cincinatti should
win, clinching the AFC Central
and dropping Houston to 9-6 in a
bad spot to lose their playoff spot
to the Patriots. Cleveland vs.
Maimi; Cleveland should tale the
game easily over a weak Miami
team sealing their wild card Spot.
New Orleans vs. San Francisco
should be a very close game with
both teams having the season on
the line, New Orleans will
probably have a squealer of a
win. New England vs. Tampa
Bay; only an .important game if
Houston or Cleveland loses a
game this weekend because those
two AFC Central Division teams
are playing each other in the last
week of the season. New England
should take the game with ease
and will be watching the· Houston
and Cleveland games hoping for
some help.
Finally both
Minnesota and Chicago 'should
win their games. reaching for
their last week1s match-up.
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Classifieds
Sun! Parties! Fun! All this and more is waiting
for you in Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, and Datona. Make
your spring reservations now
to· ensure a space. Call Linda
Dutra at 697-5146 or Michele
Donnelly at 697-5525 for
reservations.

Cruise Ships Now hiring men and women.
Summer and career opportunities (will train). Excellent
pay plus world travel. Hawaii,
Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. Call
Now! (206) 736-7000 Ext.
367C.

1978 Dodge Aspen-

Spring Break Nassau/
Paradise Island-

Musicians and
Entertainers-

Management
Opportunites -

From $299. Package includes:
Roundtrip air, transfers, 7
nights hotel, beach parties, free
lunch, cruise, free admission to
nightclubs, taxes and more!
Cancun . packages also
available! Organize small
group, earn free trip!
1-800-231-0113 or (203)
967-3330.

Earn extra money performing
for small groups of patients in
a living room setting for
approximately one hour.
Informal and relaxed. Call
Shirley Ezemis at the Brockton
Hospital 586-2600, extension
2543 for more information

Run your own summer
business. We provide the
training, support. necessities.
Average summer earnings:
$8,000.00. Positions filling
fast. Call (508) 481-5504 ask
. for Robert Martwick.

Wagon. Auto, AC, P.B., P.S.,
V-8 runs good, asking $650.
Call 822-0887 after 6 p.m.

1982 Chevy Citation 4-door hatchback, automatic
transmission V -6 engine.
$1750 or best offer. Call
843-3593.

1976 Pontiac

Quality Typing,
Speedy ServiceNo Time to Type-

Also editing or rewriting
assistance. Term papers,
theses, resumes, grant
proposals, etc. Call 583-5124.

that end of the semester paper?
For fast accurate typing, call

697-8726.

VenturaRecent tune up. Passed
inspection in October. $600.
or best offer. Call 673-0442
before 11 a.m. or between 6-8
p.m.

Motorcycles For Sale
KZ650, KZ450Needs some work; bascially
good condition. Call evenings:
508-295-8459.

·Announcements
Adult Children of
Alcoholics
There will be a group meeting
for adult children of alcoholics
every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
Counseling Center, Harrington
Hall. If you need additional
information, call the counseling

organization and both a start and
finish date that you want _the
message to be read. This ·form
must be written. in a speaking
style as it will be read directly
over the air. Once the form is
completed, simply return it to the
info. booth for director approval
by Dr. Richard Veno.
Please plan an announcement at

....week
11••lllflnflillraltll1~kl!1Mlj.l!it1roo1.~1.~U!J~,!!,!If~"~,,~·1~.~'~l•~12eitii..alllMl
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New Librari Fines
P 0 Ii Cy
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan,
director of the Maxwell Library,
has announced a new library fines
policy, effective immediately.
General circulation books and
other items incur a fine of .10 per
day kept overdue, to a maximum
of $10 per item. This amount is
reduced by one-half if the fine is
paid when the item is returned.

Tutors
Earn $5 per hour and make your
own hours. Tutors are needed in
all subject areas, but especially in
Accounting,. Computer Science,
Math, and Foreign Languages.
Interested students contact Joanne
McKee, Progress/ Outreach
Office, Harrington Hall,·

0

and 4:15 p.m. in Boyden
Auditorium.

P~A.R.T.Y.
Pointing Alcohol Responsibility
Towards Yourself is sponsoring a
social in the Rathskeller, Sunday,

weeks in
advance. For more information,
contact Karen Coons, Public
Service Director at 697-1303.
1

tG two

Choral Society
Announces Times
· for Meetings

was a club suited for this
interest~

'TecFmica! Papers · <fennPapers - 'Rg,ports · 'Rg,sume

s

- 'Typing Service GUARANTEED DELIVERY
TOPQUALITY
WHEN ONLY THE BEST IS ACCEPTABLE
Free pick-up & delivery in Middleboro- Bridgewater area
NEXT DAY SERVICES AVAILABLE
Prices start at $1.SO/page

Student Alun1ni
Relations Council
SARC - meetings will be held
on Mondays from 6-7 o'clock in
the Plymouth County Room;
Campus Center. New members
are welcome.

Call Al Carmichael

(508)947 .. 8663

A&A Metro· South
Limousine Service

Elegance in Transportation
Any Special Occasion

Stretch Limo.

697-0017

Van Service

Parents ancl. St11cle11ts
EARN EXTRA MONEY ON SEMESTER BREAK

697-1241.

ROIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest
inventory specialists with over 180 offices nationwide.
January is our busiest month. While on semester break,
w,e can provide you with many additional hours
of employment.

WBIM-FM
Free advertising is available to
all clubs .and organizations
through WBIM, your college

radio station. To channel your announcement, make use of the
Public Service Department. ·If
Term: One year, August l, 1989 - July 31, 1990
your club or organization woitld
Eligibility Requirements:
like to utilize this ·service there ·
U.S. citizenship
are, simple steps to follow.
. ..
age under 35 as of August 1, 1989
Public Service· Announcement
at least a B.A. degree as of August 1, f 989
(P.S.A.) forms are available at
Applications must be postmarked nolater than December 15.
the information booth located on
1988. For further jnformation ai.1d applications, please contact
·the second floqr of the campus
Elizabeth Schaefer at the Japanese Consulate· in Boston (617)
973-9772, or Chris Lu~as at the J.E. T. Office at the Embassy in
center.
. To fill these out simply include
your name, · the 'name of your

Professiona( 'Writing Service

until 7:30 p.m. Food and entertainment. No alcohol will be
served.

Student Referr al
Service

Then Join Us!
The Chorale Society is now
looking for singers. The Chorale
Society is both a club and a class
where you could receive one
credit for joining.
If you are interested, then either
get in contact with .the Music
Department at ext. 1377.
Better yet, come to one of our
rehearsals every Monday and
Wednesday afternoons between 3 ·

Will the person who borrowed it from the Comment on
Thursday, November 22, please return it to the Comment.

December 11 from 4:30 p.m.

Many . part~time job opportunities available. If you are
looking for a part"'."time job stop
· by and check out our listings.
Our. office is Qpen Monday Friday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. ·We are
located in Tillinghast Hall T.,.6.

If you have an interest in
singing but· didn't know if there

MISSING: OVERSIZED DARK RED SWEATER

W~hington,

(202)

939~779.

·

,

Starting salary $6.50 /HR
Comprehensive pay and training. Work is generally
avFtilable within an area local to your home. We are an
equal opportunity employer. For additional infom1ation
concerning interviews, contact personnel:

RGIS Inventory Specialists
130 Liberty St. #14
Brockton, MA 02402
. '.(508) 559-7603

Police answer
switchboard

Late for class agai n

An amazing event has occurred
on the campus of Bridgewater
State College. Over this past
weekend, the people who run the
switchbo ard service on the
weekends answered their phones
for the first time. Yes, Campus
Police did their job!
Earlier in the year, Campus
Police Chief Fortunato ..Randytl
.Graca stated that there were
numerous phone lines which they
must take first, before answering
the one which the switchboard is
on. Somehow , the weekend
switchboard was answered.
·
The student who called the
switchbo ard, who asked to be
nameless , stated that he, after
numerous attempts to reach other
offices on campus, was amazed
by their service. "They actually
Don't let this happen to you: As students prepare for finals
admitted they were capable of
many attempt to cram a whole semester into one night.
transferr ing calls to other
The Surgeon General See Everett Coop, advises students
buildings. I forgot why I was
not to pull oil nighters. The above students are living (?)
calling when they said it would
proof of why not to.
be no problem to place the call."
. Gr.aca stated that there would
ben.o more confusion concerning ..

A

·1

-~9;~;~~~:~~~
that they ask."
They also mentioned that the
students of the college were right.
Campus Police did owe them the
responsibility of answering the
phones. as well as accepting
views which do not agree with
their own.
"We realize that we are not
usually correct, and should be
accepting of the other side of an
argument," said one member of
the-force.
·He also stated that all members
of Qie force have been instructed
on how to answer the phone. as

well a8 speak on it. They will

also

,work on

their major

problem: being. responsive to
studene s needs.
: i'If answerin g a phone, will
rilake. them happier, then it will
be. the least we can do, _said
Officer Cunningham. "After an,
ti

they dp pay our salaries."
---.:The Campus Police stated that
they would coptinue to try and
the phones as Jong a.s
they were capable of performing
a·task. "If this becomes too
difficult for us, we will employ
refresher_- courses," said Qraca.
'W'e live for serving students, and
we will never forget this i4~~"

answer
such

Sp rin g br ea k
is cancelled

Cancel your plans for spring
break. Why? Because there is no
spring break next semester.
Acting Vice-Pre sident of
Student Services Dean Martha

statemen t from the Regents it
was suggested that this plan will
save the state hundreds of dollars
on fuel and electricity costs.
The Regents said the state has

'-.,Don't come back
until February! ,_.,
...•..... .......... ...•..•.. ....••... ....•.••. ....•.... ......•.. .••. ,
Jones announced today that the
college has cancelled spring
break. An additional two weeks
has been added on to the winter
break.
"Don't come back until
February !" said Jones in her
address to the students.

The reason behind this is
because the Board of Regents
pleaded with all the state colleges
to shut down all building s
complete ly during break. In a

to make up for the Dukakis screw
up so "the college students are
gonna pay."
So while you are home during
winter break and you have some
extra time to kill stop by your
travel agent and cancel your plans
for spring break. Looks like it's
going to be spring break in
Bridgewater folks.
On the bright side the Campus
Center Program Committ ee is
planning a spring break dance.

cont. onp.19

c,

Alpha Upsilon, the fraternity

placed on probation by Greek
Council, has been placed on
double secret probation by Dean
Martha Jones.
In a meeting with the brothers
of Alpha, Jones told thym that,
"fat, drunk and stupid was no way
to go through college." She then
ordered the fraternity to take up
residency in ',he recently built
President House. (Yes the house
that Gerry built.) Here they can
be carefully observed and the
college can be quick to take
action of any wrong doings. One
slip up and the brothers will be
banned froi:n campus for good.

This will sort of .be a
homecom ing for the brothers. It
was on that same -piece qf hmd ·
that former brothers had a frat
house which was tragically burnt
down.
Alpha attempts to be the "good
guys" on campus. Saturday they
sponsor their "second annual pig
roast." The roast will be at· the
house and is free with a BSC I.D.
Jones warns students that,
"socializing with Alpha brothers
could hurt your reputatio n later
on in life. Go at your own
discretion."
No brothers were available for
comment.

T.V. tal k sho w ho sts come to BS C

Downey, Donahue, and Riv era set to give lectures

If you are looking for some Downey Jr. Downey will, of
interesting lectmes to attend here course, address the aspects of
at Bridgewater State, !he Progiam good reasoning in a debate
Committ ee has come up with a situation. So, for studen~s who
list of well-reco gnized ·guest debate, this is your chance to
speakers.
learn fairness and good reasoning
The three scheduled guests will from a pro.
definitely add to the' scholastic · Downey willalso talk about the
_atmosphere krtown well here. at importance·_of showing both.sides
· :SSC.:' The·' ~eries of lectures of (his) a siQry~ ·
·
··.·begins ~th· -Mortorii·Downet Jr.; .-For those·
want to attend be
of the "Morton Downey Jr. warned. Anyone whose views
Show ,1' Geraldo Rivera of differ from Downey's had better
"Geraldo," and Phil Donahue of know when to 11 zip it." Tickets
. "Donahue."
can be stolen, or rather bought, at
Tbat1s right, the T~V. Tabloid any ticket office around campus.
talk-show hosts are coming, so
The next guest speaker to appear
pry yourself away from that.T.V. will be Geraldo "the broken
set and buy your tickets -to see nose" Rivera, the self-mad e
them live.
talk-show host whose talk will
First, for a liberal dose of center around what real
conserva tive views, go see the journalism is all about. Future
big mouth himself, Morton journalists and reporters take

who

notice because Rivera will show
you the path to a "sensational"

career.
You can learn first hand how to
move up in a television career.
He -will talk about everythin g
from those sleazy, informat ive
shows lilce "20/20" to more
important shows like ''Geraldo~"
Re'll also ·discuss ·'the scrutiny
he faced· when he opened Al
Capone's safe, only to find it
.empty. Ironically ,· during the
presentation, BSC officials are
going -to ceremon iously "llow
Rivera to open the B~ , cash
safe in front of the live audience.
Guess what he'~I find? ·
Finally, the "queen" of
talk-show hosts, Phil Donahue ;
will appear here at BSC as well.
As you all probably have heard
somewhe re, Donahue likes to

"dress" for the occasion .
Remember how he wore the dress
a couple of weeks ag0 on his
show? Well, the topic that
Donahue will broadcas t from
BSC will be about male and
female strippers, so "dress"
appropra itely if you· sit in the
audience.
Marlo Thomas, Donahue's wife,
will also be on hand as a bouncer
in case some of those awful
college men get out of hand
during the show.
Now, whether you want to "step
up to the loud mouth," become a
"sensational" reporter, or just
sensation alize a topic, any of
these three speakers are for you.
Downey appears December 24th,
Rivera on the 26th, and Donahue
on the 27th. How many of you
will be around to attend? ·
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Oh, By the ·way

Pamper ber witb...

ed\

Deligbt bim wit&...
~

••
•

-

Question for the College

..

Who is next?

Television Fights Back

1J

•

A television set in Scott Hall got sweet revenge this
week when it threw a rugby player/student out of a
window, to his death.
The television set, which is in custody at Campus
Police, for they have nothing better to do than guard a
television, will be sent out for observation.
When members of the Office of Housing and Resident
Assistants entered the room, the television was flashing a
Toyota commercial, exclaiming, "oh.what a feeling.
The motive for the television was revenge. Several
months earlier, another television was thrown out of the
same room to its death.
The name of the student was not being released by the
police.
11

Food Szrvice Alterations

"Fore-ty four dollars!" The
Board of Trustees voted Monday
to increase greens fees next
semester from $12.00 to 44.00.
Student golfers are outraged by
the hike. "I pay good money to
go to this country club an d I
don't understand why they have to
increase the greens fees,"
expressed one student

According to the college's
groundskeeper Joe Green, "it is
costing. th~ college more money
than· anticipated to water· all the
Indelicato trees on the course."
Another reason is the increase
in the cost of removing leaves
from the course. Green explained,
"golfers aren't crushing as many
leaves as last year so the

remaining leaves had to be raked
off the course and hauled away.
An unexpected expense to the
college."
The final reason for the increase
is the school has finally added an
addition to the 19th hole. Golfers
and non-golfers alike are all
drinking too much at the 19th so
it had to be enlarged.

· From the home office in Auburn, Mass:

. Heat in Building is Reduced

TOP TEN REJECTED TV HOLIDAY SPECIALS
(read 10 to 1)
~k~'!i- ~'
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· 10. The Grinch that got roaring drunk!
9. Donald Trump buys Christmas!
8. Rudolph the Mean Spirited Reindeer.
.
7. A Mandela Family Christmas .
6. Perry Como; still dead after all tb~se years.
5. Frosty the Blowhard!
4. Mr. Heatmiser sparks one up.
3. Bob Hopes' Rockin' Christmas Eve!
2. X-Mas with the Tysons
1. The Pope does Vegas: with very special guest, Wayne Newton.

I
.

I

..

The Morrison's-Custom Food service announced on
Wednesday that they will not raise the cost that students
pay to eat the food on campus. Instead, they wil1 limit
the number of meals students eat.
Dave Zeoli, the Director of Food Services, stated that,
"I cannot help what this company is doing. It's not my
·
fault; don't blame met"
The service states that they will have people checking
to see that students are limited to seven meals per week.
"It's the only way we can make money," said an official
from Morrison's.
Representatives from the Catholic Center and Ox-Fam
America stated that they saw nothing wrong with this
set-up, for "every American can afford to lose at least
five to 20 meals a, week." This plan will be initiated
innnediately.

During the months of October, the heat in the ·Maxwell
Library and. fr1 Bi)yden Hall was set at a temperature
which was too high. In order to compensate for this
energy and money loss, the heat will be turned off for
the rnst of the year.
"The students should have enjoyed.it while it lasted,"
mid a member of the Administration. 11 They will be ·
going from Bermuda temperature to an Antarctica one ·
· (yes, it's a continent).
Student Government Association Vice President David ·
White will be selling 0 Homecoriiing 1988 T-shirts11 if
any student becomes cold during the winter months.

BSC Stude11ts to Pay Less

in 1989

Yeah, right, sure they will!

Thought for the Week
Brought to you by your friends and mine Brian Costello and Joe Gorman

"Happiness comes from the inside. That's why you
feel better after you puke."
--Joan Rivers

12
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Will the terror ever stop?
Understanding others
comes from listening

~()·
HAPPY
UAIR Y

Now this may seem to be a
Ever have one of those days
standing there when in reality
when you just seem to be missing
happiness does what it should
something?
have been. Why? The right to
Seems missing you to take the
must be conformed when just at
chance that why you can't
then a macaque happens to for
understand this
From your friends
When actually it's not. One must what does that prove.
One can only speculate getting
. realize how it happens never to be
at the No Comment
the words to be free this is how
read like a book from the past
references. Of course students at you see walking by then look on
Bridgewater never to have what the street and don't watch will
you not cope with seven time
appears to be like the other day
seven times that amount.
when it rained. How can we as
Let's take for example wish but
college students then it happens
the· basics honor the new while
let it sit there and happen to us the
losing can procceed the advice to
way it happen in the dorms the
honest and once even staged
other day.
items. Calling for everyone can
Another way happens to be a
vulnerable get a chance to only show with time even the
experience that down office and magic was bought upon the
the feelings just were before the disbarring effects which strain
them.
used to be can't see it. Students
just don't know how to pick out
the important parts of
During will undoubtedly make
conversation. Not the way that the last one in sound and teach
want recommend you'll present us to keep when you should
to find with each any after this
convince out near which really
state line. One must look deep the
doesn't when the students come
way where enough has been back will they have to do this?
shown by the way it was done in
How can this challenge the
early ideas have to get it on
observers might able to maintain
campus.
less is more when it goes
Take a look around to have
through.
justified the means are then
Do students look when along
requested regarding your time. In that a happens .to way beyond
good taste we mean when it's non profit chances are keeping
done, however, must apply to the then flow most with cooperation.
--~l<i~,,1:11~,~l\e:n.;;.i\;.ha.p~n:a.~t:>epau.se: . . ·. · '. J:)id l~Ai eM1~,l;.mve one of m~~&~·;~~::~~1i:t:~:;;,~,:::i~~:'fa~t~1~~'·'~:~~kl};·•!~~~~;~i;r:''~~~1~~~~~if~
· · ""'ffiey don'ftfiiitefStm\11~·· .....,,. . "' ··- ····-"'~"·iiays?··
•·
-;----------------------------

MONih

.Before you graduate:
1. Invite the Ron Emma
Pizza delivery boy in to
your party. 4. Chan
·
ge room
tunes.

2. Experience a pit party. . s tnree
e tp.a;ot
'1
en.an$
mates four J·
t.U.'P-es5· Steal a push or pull sign 6. Wear the same .sweat
~
from the Campu,s Center..
pants all semester.
~\\\i \O e'C): ·

f; owmg
Sc~op someone before ·
their name.
10..R,

coJJeg~~~ trip
Keep BSC clean!
.

.

Clean.up after ·
your dog. With

,,~~~··

. ''\O'f;~

15. Worship the porcelain
god.

16.. Go dancin .
fountai!J.
g lil the Water

yellow snow.

20. Sell your be
buy alcohol. . ·~ks back to

No, Comment s·taff:
Ja!llJ U! .IOlfPlf• .IaJSUilJ\I a!PP~
JOl!PH ~U!Zutrnw- s~ABH smrug

JOl!PH ~Aµno~x3- i\og i\uuqor

·

JOl!PH.SM~N-l.PlBlSWO:l BApgURJA

lOl!PH lU~llltlIEP~lUff;. ·S.M.~lpuy .A~uµg
A'.qd&I8oloqcl- ~PII!A\. A'.ssnqaa
l~a't?treW PV- ~~qdOW Yftl
.IOl!PH s:uods- J~Aowno:> ·o)[oor
l~~etrow· SS;;lIJ!SflH- pt?~qu~rr~w UOJBqS
J01!P3 A:do:>- A~IJilH muuaH
JOl!PH .{do3- J~Al?[l?d tp~g AJRW',
--·-··-~"'"'--·---------------·-"'......__, _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-·--

-~- ... ~ ......., ......... ~

. .

e~~-o.to

to tt11othei

00\0 '3.

\'1·

winter here we
hate to see

! ...........

Xi \)art"j ·

ttet\<l a !\ls
i.S~ ·
1. /\'.
1 L~emorize the words to
Ammal House.
13. Study on a Friday night
and have no one know.
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Student apathy at all time high for concert
Last Saturday night the
Campus Center Program
Committee sponsored Bruce
Springsteen and the E Street band
in the Campus Center Ballroom.
The concert was exciting and
dynamic, except the only people
who attended were the members
of the Program Committee.
Some members felt like it was
their own personal show,
however, it would have been
better to share the experience
with friends.
Steve Abreu, the chairman of
the Program Committee was
disappointed with the turnout He
said that the poor turnout was
due to," People who just don't
read signs. The posters just

become grafitti art. No one
bothers to look to see what the
signs say."

There were flyers, posters, and
buttons available and posted all
over the campus. Did anyone
notice that Bruce Springsteen was
going to be the big named band
this semester. Fortunately, due to
the excess in the BSC budget, the
college has invited Michael
Jackson to play at the ballroom.
Abreu is hoping that more people
attend this concert than those
who showed up for Springsteen.
Abreu expressed his view of
being the leader of the Program
Committee is to program events
for the college students. He said
why should we bother to spend

the students money when they
don't even choose to go to the
events prepared for them?
But, Abreu will not let those
people who did not attend the
concert get to him. Abreu
mentioned that although he will
be on the road with Bruce.

Michael Jackson should bring in

a big crowd.
Springsteen seemed shocked to
perform in front of a such a small
crowd. He said that it reminded
him of playing in his garage in
NewJer:seywith the neighbo~hood
~
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P.C. members get Into the music in the C.C. Ballroom
(Staff photo by Martha Thompson)

kids looking on. Although the
set started out strong, he ended
with Santa Claus forgot our
town. The show ended with little
enthusiasm.
Among Springsteen's ·music he
played t•Born for the CIA,"
"Oklahoma," "Uncover me," and
"Gory Days." The program
committee seemed to enjoy the
concert. Afterwards, Springsteen
invited the 24 program
committee members on his tour
across the nation.
Also planned for that same
week of Michael Jackson, is Bill
Cosby, Eddie Murphy, and
Richard Pryor will be the Club
Soda guests on Wednesday of that
week in March. That Monday
artist Georgia O'Keefe will be
displaying her works in the art
gallery. A reception will be held
from 3-5 p.m. Tuesday, President
Ronald Reagan will be lecturing
011 the Iran Contra style.

Anonymous Bosch-Have you seen·him lately?
(Staff photo by Debra Willis) ·

Have you seen Anonymous
Bosch lately?
Teachers have been wondering
where this student has been. This
student's friends cannot recall the
last time they saw Anonymous
Bosch. Anonymous Bosch, that
beloved cartoonist of the
Comment, has been reported
missing. Rumor has it that this
student escaped from BSC in the
Bruce Springsteen bus. This has
not been confirmed by any news
sources yet
Anonymous Bosch is the
descendant of Hierynomous
Bosch the Medieval painter.
Bosch said that " ... being the
descendant of Hierynomous
Bosch is not easy. Professors
expect a lot of you, especially
those art profess6rs."
Bosch is a second semester
student who transferred from the
University of Oz. Bosch is an
excellent student who participates
in the Alcoholics Anonymous,
Overeaters Anonymous and
Gamblers ··Anonymous. The
Bosch family originated from

AtJantis.

Anonymous' favorite food:
Tofu - that mystery meat.
Favorite book: Malcolm X &

Utopia
Favorite Movie: Invisible Man
Hobbies: Hide & Seek,
doodling and author of all
anonymous quotes
Favorite Songs: "It's not easy

being green"
Musicians: The Who & The
Unknowns
Favorite Sport Telephone tag
Favorite sexual position: Still
working on it
Idol: Elvis (supposedly, he is
the second cousin of Hierynomous' brother's step-uncle's
roommate.)
Future Goals: To be recogniZed
as a poet. (As Anonymous states
emphatically, "You know me.
I'm the one who wrote all those
quotes.")
If anyone has any information
that might lead to the safe return
of Anonymous Bosch, please
·contact the Comment office.. We
miss Anonymous.

Paul Meons rehearsing for AGomedy of Errorson the trapeze (Contributing photo by Ted
Ringold)

Board of Trustees star in Comedy of Errors
They are natural talents: no coaching "needed
Clowns, highwire acts,
raising fees, and appointing
presidents is an average
evening at the Board of Trustee
meetings held on Monday
nights. The Board brings all of
this to the spotlight for the
BSC community in their
production of. A Comedy of

Errors. The Board of Trustees
have combined budgets and
motions in a show that will
delight the most avid student
of all ages.
The trustees have much to
say about .this performance.
"Performing for the students in

a circus formai has opened a
great deal of options, n says
Frank Dunn. "The clowns
(trustees) and the motions we
make, bring a whole other
level of torture to the st:lldents
of this college~" 1Jlese choices
such as increasing tuition

reinforces the· authoritarian
types in charge." Even at BSC,

"BSC trustees are constantly
making jests," states Diana
Lothrop.

One might wonder why
everyone is a clown? 11 •••
because this is a comedy. The
characters do not take
themselves seriously to
analyze, decipher, or even
really question to any extent
the events and courses of the
students 1ives,0 says F. Scott
Longo.
A special edition to the cast
of characters in A Comedy of
Errors is the Madame
Chairperson. She presides
overall the action of the play
and the circus. Carol Furr
states, "My character is
overpowering because that's
the only way she knows how
to get, as the words of Aretha
Franklin states 'R-E-SP-E-C-T!!111 For those students
who are worried about this

show destroying the college,

put those fears to rest. One
trustee said that they have not
ruined any hopes for those
students who want PFM (the
former food service).
Paul Means suggested
thats"Everyone should come
and see A Comedy of Errors
and be exposed to how the real
world makes decisions coming

from painted faces.
Ralph Fletcher adds that,•• .•.
it is a different kind of
experience. ·.·It's like I
understand what Shirley
McClaine was talking about in
her book •'Out on a Limb.n It
is just so .special. And it is a
·fun show."
~ A Comedy ·of Errors plays
every Monday night at Boyden

Hall. Admission is free. if
anyone wishes to earn some
money, money is paid for
every second show attended.
, Go to Tillinghast-6. for more

infonnation.
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The lost boys
24 of Bridgewater, State
College students are missing.
The group of 24 happen to be
the same group of people who
sponsor most of the on
campus activites that no one
shows up to. Is the colloege
responsible for the crew
commiting suicide? Or did they
just give up trying to please
obnoxious students?
Whatever the case may be.
the Board of Governors is now
accepting applications for the
Program Committee. There are
24 openings at the moment.
For more information, please

stop by the information booth.
Last seen the committe was
in Bruce Springsteen's tour
bus. Rumor has it that they
will be the back up singers for
his band. The committee will
be changing their image, the
new name for the group is
"Stood up one time too
many." (Isn't that special?!)
If anyone has seen the
where-abouts of this team,
please contact Pam Arrighi
care of the Campus Center.
By the way spring break has
been cancelled.
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Bridgewater Women Are ' MARVELOUS
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Women Boxing Pounds the Men's Boxing Club
K0 s and 28 favorable decisions,
and 7 losses, and Jean
Lattanzi(The Mouse) having 79
KO's and 24 favorable decisions,
and 4 losses. Shari Simard(
1

Are you a sports fan? Do you
appreciate all sports? Well hold
onto your hats, because Womens
Boxing has come to Bridgewater
State College by storm.
This next spring semester
former heavey weight champion
of the world, Marvelous Marvin
Hagler, will coach five of
Bridgewater's best boxing
material. That's ridhtl Coach
Hagler will be
here in
Bridgewater with his elite force of
five. The team captians are Sue
Gentile and Pat Cordeiro, both
having impressive private record
standings.
Gentil(Sledge) has put twelve
jeeps and four pick-up trucks out
of commision, 147 KO's, 24
favorable decisions, and no
losses. Cordeiro (Killer) has also
never been defeated, but has no
record as yet, because none of her
opponents have lived past the
third round. Robert's Rules of
fighting states that if an
opponent dies or kiled that the
other opponent is not credited
with the win. Cordeirn is a new

Learch), a versital boxer, has 52
KO's, 17 favorable de.cisions and
5 losses. None of the Btidgewater
Women have ever been knock out
or fallen to the mat. Hagler was
impressed with his team's past
records and only hopes to see
them improve all the more.

The fiery force of five have
already taken on the Bridgewater's
mens boxing cub and absolutely
destroyed every weight division
that they had. Pete McNeeley was
destroyed in a matter of seconds.
McNeeley didn't even know
what hit him, because after 45
seconds he was eating canvas.

Marvelous! Bri~gewater's new bOxing team and coach. Pat Cord~iro, AnneMarie Chicoine,
Marvin Hagler, Jean Lattanzi. Shari Simard, and Sue Gentile.
boxer on the circuit has
unofficially " beaten " 14
opppnents and looks to go far

next semester as two other
Other impressive constituants
schools have already declide her on the team are AnneMarie
weight class in forfeit.
.. Chicoine (boom boom) has 68

The Fantastic Five dont know
what kind of job· carrers they
realy want, but all like the idea of
being able to dominate over any

Man .

BRIDGEWATER'S
HALL OF SHAME

< ___' ( )

Greg Smith

Scott Kramer

A junior at BSC and a member of
the men's cross country team,
Smith is well·known for running
the race course backwards from
the end to the beginning. Smith
is always at the head of the pack
in every race he runs. However,
he is also known· for falling in
ditches and manholes often. His
times have· been longer than
usual because of his unique style

A junior this year, Kramer is a
member of the men's tennis

team. Kramer is known for his
extremely high serves. Some of
his serves knock birds out of the
air and Kramer is now required to
get a hunting license and to
register his tennis racket.

of running.

F. J. Longo

Sue Gentile
A senior member of the women's
volleyball team has destroyed
more of her own teamates by her
100% accurate killer serve.
Presently four teammates are in
critical condition, three have
superficial fractures and one was
lucky ·only to have ·a mild .
concussion. Gentile is feared by
all teams, le.d by Bridgewater

A senior now at Bridgewater ,
Longo has dared the impossible. He
has surived playing on th.e men's
Rugby team. His contribution to
the team was tremendous. His
· . playing skills were unlike any
other player in the sport. today. He
is without a doubt a trooper
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No Sports

The New Bridgewater Football team

LiQe~up

From left to right are Denise Murphy, Heather Lam~ert, Suzanne Cournoyer, Stephanie
Kozowyck, Jacqueline Lobos, Kelly Herman, and Jeanne Burke are all strong and mean players, who will stop at nothing
to to prove their dominance over anyone.

" The Brute-ette Crew"
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Ma n of the Year

This year the Boards of the
NCAA, ECAC and a
collection of college athletic
directors looked over all
Division 1, 2 & 3 school
athletics. Their objective was
to find the best all-around

athelete in the nation.
The boards met frequently
and for long periods of time
~ looking for their prospective
candidates. Extensive scout~ ing went into the program.
By November, they were able
to narrow the athletic list to
ten, until last night they
announced the top three
athletes in the nation.
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Martin Lans was chosen
unanimously by the joint
~ boards._ Lans is an all-around
leading player in sports such
~ as football, basketball and
spring soccer. In football, he
averages 300 rushing yards a

*

Martin Laos

"

*
*
t

game, and kicks over 70 yards
away for the extra point. He
is also a leader in basketball
as well, where he scores
roughly 42 points a game.
Also, Lans has broken 14
glass backboards from slam
dunking. In spring-soccer, he
is also a top scorer as well,

averaging five to seven goals
each half in a game.
''However, Lans is more
than just an athlete" said the
special committee. Lans, they
said, carries a 4.0 in all of his

classes. He is currently a
Chemistry/Biology/Pre-med
triple major with a concentration in Linguistics and
Biochemist ry.

Lans

is

president of -his class. an
active member of three clubs
and is now looking for
something new and exciting
to do.

Lans ·is -known to attract a
crowd,- be witty, funny,
charming, intellectual and
surrounded .by hoards of
women. Though Mr. Lans
wouldn't comment on~ his
girlfriend's true name, he did
say her nickname was
"Mango Head."
Lans·- was happy to be
chosen number one in the
natio~, but says he really
didn't expect to win the tough
competi;tion. He feels -that
F.J. Longo would give him a
little trouble, or that Mikey
- Olga· would surpass him
athletically .
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All in all, Lans is pleased, ~
and will be able to attend the
banquet with the President of
the United States to receive
·~
his trophy next week.
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